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The FAST Pathways® Academy – Your Shield 

 

We all have to deal with unpleasant people – rude, cross, 

selfish or spiteful people.  People who seem able to sap away 

everything positive, like a Harry Potter dementor, leaving you 

drained and deflated.  People who put their own interests 

ahead of yours, whether on purpose or by accident. Their 

behaviour might have nothing to do with you – they might 

just be going through a difficult time themselves; but that 

doesn’t make them any easier to deal with.   

It could be a one-off encounter – someone cutting you up in 

traffic, or saying something insulting; or it could be someone 

with whom you come into regular contact, who seems to 

have a natural knack of upsetting you or winding you up. 

Encountering life’s bullies and mood-hoovers can be one of those situations where your on-purpose 

and outside-awareness thinking get out of step with each other.  Consciously, you might know that it’s 

silly to feel hurt or angry; but that doesn’t take the feeling away - sometimes it can amplify it, as you 

get frustrated or upset at yourself, as well as at them; for feeling or responding the way that you do.   

You could pour even more energy into this damaging spiral, trying to break it with willpower; or put 

effort into avoiding the person altogether.  Left un-addressed, those kind of damaging relationships can 

have far reaching consequences.  Instead, here’s a way to access the thinking outside your awareness, 

and shape your response from there - how to harness your imagination to boost your own protection. 

This technique uses your imagination.  Kids are great at that, needing no excuse to immerse 

themselves in a world of fantasy.  As we get older, we tend to curb our imagination, so it can feel a 

little strange to get into the parts of your thinking outside your awareness – but those are the parts 

which shape your experience of the world, and where you can make the most lasting change. 

 

The intelligence of your shield can protect you against all sorts of things, not just other people’s 

deliberately unpleasant behaviour.  Perhaps someone close to you worries a lot, and you’ve previously 

found it difficult not to get drawn in, joining in their fears.  Your shield can allow you to deflect the 

unhelpful emotional influence.  You’ll still be able to provide emotional support, perhaps even more 

effectively, once you’re able to remain more objective about what they’re experiencing. 

Your shield isn’t about making you more aloof, or emotionally distant; it’s simply about giving you 

greater choice and flexibility – so that you choose which situations you want to emotionally engage in, 

and become better able to remain separate from the rest.  It doesn’t make you invulnerable, but it’s a 

little extra protection.  

 


